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Abstract

Enabling autonomous language agents to drive application user interfaces (UIs) as humans do can significantly expand the capability of today’s API-based agents. Essential to this vision is the ability of agents to ground natural language commands to on-screen UI elements. Prior UI grounding models work by relaying on developer-provided UI metadata (UI trees, such as web DOM, and accessibility labels) to detect on-screen elements. However, such metadata is often unavailable or incomplete. Object detection techniques applied to UI screens remove this dependency, by inferring location and types of UI elements directly from the UI’s visual appearance. The extracted semantics, however, are too limited to directly enable grounding. We overcome the limitations of both approaches by introducing the task of visual UI grounding, which unifies detection and grounding. A model takes as input a UI screenshot and a free-form language expression, and must identify the referenced UI element. We propose a solution to this problem, LVG, which learns UI element detection and grounding using a new technique called layout-guided contrastive learning, where the semantics of individual UI objects are learned also from their visual organization. Due to the scarcity of UI datasets, LVG integrates synthetic data in its training using multi-context learning. LVG outperforms baselines pre-trained on much larger datasets by over 4.9 points in top-1 accuracy, thus demonstrating its effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Autonomous language agents that are capable of interacting with real-world applications are emerging (Li et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2023; Rawles et al., 2023; Zheng et al., 2024). Provided with a task described in natural language, these agents drive application user interfaces as humans do by clicking, typing, scrolling, etc. The myriad of tasks such UI agents could accomplish is potentially unlimited, much beyond what traditional API-based agents can do. In this paper, we focus on a fundamental problem UI agents must solve: grounding natural language commands to on-screen elements, i.e., mapping commands such as “enable auto-notification” or “open the second item in the list” to the correct UI action and on-screen element.

Prior work (Bai et al., 2021; Li and Li, 2023) achieves UI grounding by assuming the location bounds and types of UI elements present in a screen are known beforehand. Hence, they define grounding as the problem of ranking a set of UI elements based on the given natural language command. The set of UI elements is computed automatically using developer-provided UI metadata, consisting of UI trees (e.g., web DOM tree or Android View Hierarchy) and accessibility annotations. The issue with this approach is that such UI metadata is often not accessible for security or privacy reasons (XDA, 2021). Developer-provided metadata can also be noisy, corrupted with missing object descriptions or misaligned structure information (Li and Li, 2023). Finally, as others pointed out (Chen et al., 2020a), accessibility labels are generally not provided for all UI elements (see Appendix A.1 for further details). These constraints make these approaches hard to deploy and limit their performance.

Another way of approaching this problem without relying on UI metadata is to train object detection models for UI screens (Chen et al., 2020b; Zhang et al., 2021). This line of work, generally referred to as screen understanding or screen parsing, localizes UI elements in a screen solely from its visual appearance. Elements are labeled with technical terms such as “Button”, “Text-Input”, “Icon”, etc. As these labels carry limited semantic information, they are not sufficient to directly support grounding of natural language commands. This means that a second model, possibly an LLM, must
Figure 1: Visual UI grounding unifies the task of UI grounding that relies on the availability of UI metadata and screen understanding which localizes elements in a screen and classifies them into pre-defined types (button, text-label, text-input, icon, etc.). In this new task, a UI element referenced by a natural language command must be localized in the given UI screen, by relying solely on the screen’s visual appearance (without assuming UI metadata).

be used to map natural language commands to the detected elements (Yan et al., 2023a). The adoption of a 2-step process causes information loss and increases maintenance and deployment costs.

We address the limitations of both worlds by unifying detection and grounding into the new task of visual UI grounding, illustrated in Fig. 1. The model takes as input a UI screenshot (without metadata) and a free-form language expression, and must predict the bounding box of the referenced element. Hence, unlike previously-proposed methods where bounding boxes of candidate UI objects are given as input or pre-computed by a separate model, here a single model must perform both element detection and action grounding.

In the search for a solution to the problem of visual UI grounding, we first consider recent work on open-vocabulary object detection (Li et al., 2022; Yuan et al., 2021; Gu et al., 2022). These models are trained end-to-end to map natural language expressions to objects in an image. While they represent a perfect fit for our problem, we find that, despite their large training datasets, they do not perform well on UI screens (see baseline comparisons in §5). Our explanation is that these models are trained on real-world scene datasets (Lin et al., 2014; Gupta et al., 2019) where objects of the same appearance (color, shape, size) share similar meanings, whereas UI objects are subject to application and context sensitivity. In other words, in UI screens, objects that may look similar have different meanings depending on the application and surrounding UI elements. For example, consider a heart icon which in Facebook loves a post, but in Etsy adds a product to the favorites; if the same icon appears next to a label “click for more” it assumes yet another meaning.

To address the problem of application and context-sensitivity of UI objects, we propose LVG (Layout-guided Visual Grounding). We observe that while objects in real-world scenes do not usually follow a regular pattern in their arrangement, UI elements are organized through layouts, which can be key to understanding their meaning. For example the function of an icon or an element in a grid can be better understood by relating it to a nearby text label or to another element spatially aligned to it. Hence, we introduce layout-guided contrastive learning where the model learns to classify elements into groups based on their visual containers (headers, lists, tables, etc.). This enforces the target element’s features to be closer to those of its sibling elements and far from those of elements in other containers, thus enriching their semantic representations. Application-derived features are then combined with element-specific features. Further, to cope with the lack of UI grounding datasets, we synthetically generate natural language referring expressions paired with original UI screens. We successfully transfer knowledge learned from synthetic to real-user expressions using multi-context learning, i.e., forcing the model to generate similar features when synthetic and natural expressions are referring to the same element.

In summary, we make the following contributions: (i) we define the task of Visual UI Grounding, (ii) we propose a solution, LVG, and introduce layout-based contrastive learning, and (iii) we generate a synthetic dataset of diversified language queries and use it effectively through multi-context learning. Overall, LVG surpasses strong baselines by over 4.9 points on top-1 accuracy.

2 Related work

UI grounding UI grounding models detect UI elements referenced by natural language commands in a screen. Both supervised (Pasupat et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2018; Gur et al., 2019) and unsupervised (He et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2021; resource
Banerjee et al., 2022) methods rely on deriving the bounding boxes and types of the candidate UI elements (or regions of interest (Li and Li, 2023)) from UI trees (e.g., Android View Hierarchy or web HTML) and often make use of accessibility labels to enhance the UI element representation. This is the case also in recent LLM-based approaches (Wang et al., 2022a; Zheng et al., 2024). The issue with these methods is that UI trees and accessibility labels are often inaccessible (e.g., an Android app cannot access the UI tree of another app) or unavailable (accessibility labels lack both in websites and mobile apps (Chen et al., 2020a)). While web HTML is accessible, raw HTML is large and noisy, often not fitting the input window of LLMs (Zheng et al., 2024), which leads to heuristics being used to reduce its size. For all these reasons, these solution are hard to deploy and scale. LVG performs grounding without depending on UI metadata.

**Screen understanding** Screen understanding (also called screen parsing) models avoid the dependency on UI metadata, by inferring bounding boxes and types of on-screen elements solely from a UI screenshot (Chen et al., 2020b; Zhang et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021). The inferred class labels ("button", "radio-button", "slider", "text-input", etc.), however, are semantically very limited to directly enable grounding of open-vocabulary referring expressions. For this reason these methods must be paired with a second model, an LLM or VLM, for language grounding. Rawles et al. (2023) use screen understanding techniques based on a combination of OCR and IconNet (Sunkara et al., 2022) to detect elements on the screen and produce a textual representation of the UI. Then, they train a grounding model using behavioural cloning or use LLMs in a zero/few-shot manner to identify the referenced element. Another 2-step approach (Yan et al., 2023a) which involves GPT-4V uses the same screen understanding techniques to identify bounding boxes of relevant elements, which are then represented by visually adding numeric tags to the UI image (Yang et al., 2023). Finally, Pix2Act (Shaw et al., 2023) adopts Pix2Struct (Lee et al., 2022) (consisting of an image encoder and text decoder) to first transform UI screenshots of MiniWob (Shi et al., 2017) synthetic webpages into simplified HTML and then apply behavioural cloning, reinforcement learning or Monte Carlo Tree Search. The main downside of these approaches is that the preliminary step of converting UI screenshots into textual representations or annotating UI images with numeric tags causes information loss. Some elements may be missed, and especially text-only representations are not well suited for visual elements such as icons and symbols. The two-step approach also increases the deployment costs from one model to two. In our approach, one model is trained end to end, thus lowering the deployment costs and avoiding any lossy pre-processing.

**Open-vocabulary object detection** Recent work in the computer vision community tackles the problem of open-vocabulary object detection (Joseph et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Zhong et al., 2022; Gu et al., 2022; Kaul et al., 2023), where a model is tasked to detect classes of objects that have not been introduced to it before. RegionCLIP (Zhong et al., 2022) learns a regional visual-semantic space that covers rich object concepts such that it can be used for open-vocabulary object detection. GLIP (Li et al., 2022) unifies grounding and detection tasks by reformulating object detection as phrase grounding, thus being able to learn from both detection and grounding datasets. While related to our goal, these methods are designed for images and objects that represent real-world scenes. When fed with UI datasets their performance is inferior because UI screens exhibit some unique features (see results in §5 and Appendix A.3). To address UI-specific challenges we introduce layout-guided contrastive learning and leverage global-local feature aggregation.

### 3 Method

A key contribution of our work is to address the problem of application and context sensitivity which characterizes UI screens. Application sensitivity occurs with UI elements that despite their similar appearance have different functionality in different applications (e.g., a “hand” symbol in a video call application or in a drawing application have completely different functions). Context sensitivity occurs with UI elements that change their functionality depending on "context", i.e., neighboring UI elements (e.g., a list item must be considered in the context of the other items appearing in the same list or a text-label can change the meaning of a symbol located next to it).

Next, we describe how LVG addresses these challenges. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of LVG. We use SWIN Transformer (Liu et al., 2021) as the
visual backbone $\mathcal{N}_v$, to extract visual features $F_v$ from UI screens, and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as text backbone $\mathcal{N}_t$, to extract textual features $F_t$ from natural language commands.

**Application sensitivity**  We fuse visual and text features using a multimodal fusion module (Li et al., 2022). Specifically, we use multiple head attention structures to fuse features from the two modalities. Inspired by the design of the residual block of ResNet (He et al., 2015), to account for application-level information in element recognition, we build a shortcut that concatenates global features (extracted from the whole UI screenshot) with pooled region proposal features generated by Dynamic Head (Dai et al., 2021). Two task specific head modules, which are implemented as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), are designed to perform the regression of bounding box locations and classification of element labels based on the features derived from the pooled region proposals.

We use an attention layer ($\text{Attn}$) to get the fused region features $\hat{F}_R \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$ from the global features $F_G \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times D}$ and proposal feature $F_R \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$, where $n$ is the number of region proposals and $d$ is the degree of feature space:

$$\hat{F}_R = \text{Attn}(F_G, F_R)[1:] \quad (1)$$

**Context sensitivity**  A possible solution to this problem is to augment the features of each region proposal with those of spatially-close regions. We tried different settings such as fusing features of horizontal regions, fusing features of vertical regions, and fusing features of both horizontal and vertical regions. However, none of these approaches worked effectively because features from irrelevant regions were often included. In fact, being two UI elements spatially close does not automatically imply they have a relationship. For example, a caption may be related to the image appearing above or below it, and two text-labels may or may not have a relationship depending on whether they are spatially aligned and on whether they use the same font size and color. Instead, we observe that we have a reliable source of contextual information which has been overlooked by prior work: UI layouts. Layouts enforce how UI elements are grouped and organized in visible or invisible containers, such as lists, headers, or navigation bars, which are in fact critical to help humans understand and navigate UIs. Layouts not only allow us to identify nearby UI elements that are relevant to a target element but also to exclude elements that despite their spatial closeness are irrelevant.

We leverage UI trees included in public datasets (Deka et al., 2017) to teach the model how to recognize layout structures from visual inputs only. At inference time, the model does not actually take UI trees as input. UI trees provide a hierarchical representation of the UI where each node in the tree may contain any number of nodes. We process UI trees to extract a multi-level tree representation including leaf nodes (the visible UI elements) and containers, such as lists, grids and navigation bars (regardless of whether they are explicitly drawn in the UI). We compute each leaf node’s bounding box...
(based on location bounds provided in the UI tree) and use the parent container information extracted from the UI tree to identify its siblings. If a node has no siblings under its direct parent container, we recursively traverse the tree until we find one. Hence, we build a mapping between elements and containers as \( M = \{ M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_w \} \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times c} \), where \( w \) is the number of containers and \( c \) is the number of elements. Fig. 2 shows some examples of layout mapping where icons are grouped with their associated text labels despite the container not being visible in the UI screenshot. Additionally, Fig. 3 demonstrates the layout grouping capabilities learned by LVG through various examples including header bars, date pickers, and list items.

Then, we introduce layout-guided contrastive learning. The contrastive loss aims to separate elements into groups, where each group contains a target element and its siblings. Given the fused region features \( \bar{F}_R \) and the element-container mapping \( M \), we compute the contrastive loss \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{con}} = \text{loss}_{xe}(S_{\text{con}}; M) \), where \( S_{\text{con}} = \mathcal{N}_{\text{con}}(\bar{F}_R) \). \( \mathcal{N}_{\text{con}} \) is a Multi-Layer Perceptron that projects region features to a probability distribution of layout containers \( S_{\text{con}} \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times c} \) and \( \text{loss}_{xe} \) is a cross-entropy function.

In addition to contrastive loss, we implement an alignment loss \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{aln}} = \text{loss}_{xe}(S_{\text{aln}}; \mathcal{T}) \), where \( S_{\text{aln}} = \phi(\bar{F}_R)\phi(F_t)^T \) is the probability distribution of alignments between region proposals and referring expressions. Similar to \( M \), \( \mathcal{T} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is a mapping dictionary that records the ground truth alignments between elements and phrases (\( \phi \) represents the normalization function). Finally, we add a standard localization loss \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{loc}} \) to optimize the localization task (Ren et al., 2015).

4 Datasets and data synthesis

For training, we use the UIBert dataset (Bai et al., 2021),\(^1\) which contains 16,660 referring expressions associated with a total of 5,682 Android UI screenshots. We also complement this human-collected dataset with a synthetic dataset. We obtain UI screens of original Android apps from the Rico dataset (Deka et al., 2017) and use the UI tree information associated with each screenshot to determine a set of cues from which we heuristically generate referring expressions. Our cues extend those proposed in RicoSCA (Li et al., 2020) where every expression consists of an operation (a verb, such as “tap”) and a target element. We make various improvements to RicoSCA to increase the diversity of the generated expressions, and add layout-based cues. We generate expressions only for interactable UI elements (buttons, input fields, icons, etc.) through the following process.

First, we assemble a collection of operational phrases such as “click xxx”, “select xxx”, “type xxx”, “tap xxx”, “go to xxx”. Each phrase consists of a verb and a placeholder xxx. Second, we establish a set of rules to replace “xxx” placeholders with one or multiple object identifying expressions. These expressions are generated using UI tree information. For example, a UI tree may list an object of type “button”, with name “Cancel”, with location bounds \( x_1, y_1, x_2, y_2 \), and with property clickable=true. We create rules to produce object expressions such as “the button with name Cancel” or “the Cancel button” or simply “Cancel”. In general, we identify a target element using its name (accessibility label, textual content), type (class name) or location. We generate location-based object expressions using the location bounds of the object and the neighboring objects to obtain object descriptions such as “at the top of the page” (using absolute location) or “appearing in the menu next to the login button” (using relative location). Third, we create multiple rules based on the object’s properties to determine which operational phrases can be applied to an object. For example,

\(^1\)At the time this work was done very few UI datasets existed. The Android in the Wild (AitW) (Rawles et al., 2023) and Mind2Web (Deng et al., 2023) datasets were released recently. While focused on UI automation scenarios, they contain high-level task instructions rather than low-level referring expressions and are therefore not suitable for this study. AitW also does not contain accessibility trees.
if the object’s property “clickable” is set to true and its type is “button”, operational phrases such as “click xxx” or “tap xxx” can be applied to it. Finally, for each object we assemble multiple referring expressions. The selected operational phrases are instantiated using one or multiple object expressions. For instance, the phrase “tap xxx” selected for the “Cancel” element described above is instantiated as “tap cancel” or “tap the cancel button” or “tap the cancel button next to login”. Fig. 4 shows some examples of generated synthetic expressions.

Overall, we generated 22,617 synthetic expressions for 21,282 Android UI screens. We found that simply mixing UIBert’s real-user expressions with synthetic ones did not bring noticeable improvements due to the domain gap (synthetic expressions can be longer and the ratio of referring queries using relative location is higher). We adopt multi-context learning which in robotics has been shown to successfully combine together imitation learning datasets of different sizes and nature (Lynch and Sermanet, 2021). We find it is important to generate for each UIBert expression a synthetic counterpart, for the same referred element. This forces the model to map both types of expressions to the same space, and to ultimately leverage the larger size of synthetic data.

5 Evaluation

We train and evaluate on the UIBert dataset (Bai et al., 2021) using the official splits. We expand the UIBert train set with 22,617 synthetic expressions. As evaluation metric we use acc@k with IoU > 0.5, which measures the fraction of correctly identified UI elements in the top k ranked results.

We compare against 3 baselines: GLIP (Li et al., 2022), OFA (Wang et al., 2022b), and UNINEXT (Yan et al., 2023b). (UNINEXT and OFA currently rank first and third, respectively, in the RefCOCO leaderboard (ref, 2023).) All models are trained on UIBert with or without synthetic data (as specified). For all experimental settings see the Appendix (A.2).

Main results As shown in Table 1, LVG consistently outperforms the tree baselines on both validation and test sets, demonstrating the efficacy of layout-guided contrastive learning. The best results are obtained with the OFA backbone and synthetic data, where LVG_synt’s test acc@1 is 45.2% (acc@5 is 65.3%); this is 4.92 (5.99) percentage points higher than OFA_synt. As the error analysis in §A.3 shows, OFA fails because it does not manage to leverage the spatial context of the target object. We also observe how all tested models benefit from synthetic data, thus demonstrating our multi-context learning approach is successful at transferring knowledge from the synthetic domain to the natural descriptions.

Ablation analysis For ablation purposes we use the GLIP backbone because it is less compute intensive. We add layout-guided contrastive learning (LContrast) and global-local feature aggregation (Glob-Loc) to GLIP, and train on UIBert. As Table 2 shows, LContrast surpasses the baseline by 2.53 points in test acc@1 (4.92 in acc@5) demonstrating its effectiveness over traditional contrastive learning for UI tasks. Glob-Loc also surpasses the
baseline by 0.76 points in acc@1 (6.6 in acc@5). The full LVG model does not achieve the best performance on all metrics, possibly due to the small size of UIBert, which increases model overfitting as the number of parameters increases. To better appreciate LVG’s layout detection capabilities we provide examples of grouping predictions in Fig. 3.

6 Limitations

LVG was evaluated on an Android dataset. We acknowledge that the dense layouts of desktop UIs may make the visual UI grounding task more challenging. Moreover, there are UI structures such as tables, charts and specialized grids which are not included in our datasets and that may bring additional challenges. Referring expressions can also vary widely. So far we have focused on relatively-short referring expressions. Ideally, LVG should be able to support expressions ranging from very short, under-specified commands (as those characterizing voice-based scenarios) to long and detailed instructions (as those found in instruction manuals). Finally, we acknowledge that the model is trained and tested on referring expressions that are always possible. In real world scenarios a user may refer to a UI element that is not present on the screen.

7 Conclusions

We propose the new task of visual UI grounding and present our solution to it. Compared to strong baselines trained on much larger datasets, LVG’s layout-guided contrastive learning and multi-context approach for synthetic data demonstrate great improvements in identifying UI elements referenced by NL expressions.

8 Ethical considerations

LVG uses some human-labeled data (UIBert dataset), but also demonstrates how synthetic referring expressions can help improve model performance and scale to many different types of application. We think that investing further in synthetic data generation can alleviate the risk of training visual grounding models that work only for certain types of application or platform.

A possible use case for our techniques are screen readers for visually-impaired users. Accessibility labels are often missing or incompletely defined; LVG can enable visually-impaired users to access a much wider range of applications. Another potential use case of LVG is task automation. This use case has tremendous opportunities to advance human productivity. On the other hand, we acknowledge that it also has societal and safety implications (e.g., what if an agent fails in the execution and take irreversible actions?).
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A Appendix

A.1 UI metadata

UI metadata consists of the underlying tree-structured representation of an application UI (called View Hierarchy on Android and DOM on web) and accessibility labels. This metadata is not always available and can be incomplete. Even when available, it may not be accessible.

Technical reasons make UI metadata hard to obtain. On Android, UI metadata is observable through the Accessibility Service. However, for security and privacy reasons, Google heavily restricts who can access it (XDA, 2021). Even when the Accessible Service can be invoked, elements rendered using OpenGL, Unity and Canvas are not included in the retrieved View Hierarchy. This is true also for elements residing inside WebViews which are common in Android apps. View Hierarchies can also present misaligned structure information (Google Research Blog, 2023; Zhang et al., 2021). Accessibility labels are extremely useful to infer the semantics of UI elements. However, they are rare. A previous study reported that more than 77% of 10k Android apps have missing accessibility labels (Chen et al., 2020a).

In desktop apps, accessing UI trees is generally more difficult. For example, the UI tree of common Electron apps like Microsoft Teams are not accessible from the Windows UI Inspector service. Finally, while web DOM trees are generally accessible, they can be very large and noisy, and hence hard to interpret.

A.2 Implementation details

We train on the UIBert dataset (Bai et al., 2021) using the official splits: train: 4,646 images, 15,624 expressions, validation: 471 images, 471 expressions, test: 565 images, 565 expressions. We expand the train split of UIBert with 22,617 synthetic expressions (no longer than 55 words) generated for 21,282 different Android UI screens.

For experiments with GLIP, we use GLIP-base (SWIN Transformer (Tiny) and BERT) as default backbone. Following the GLIP settings, SWIN-Tiny is pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009), and the input images are resized to 224 × 224 pixels. Models are trained for 100 epochs.

For experiments with UNINEXT, we use UNINEXT-base (ResNet-50 and BERT) as the default backbone, initialized with weights pretrained on Objects365. The images are pre-processed with the same procedure as in UNINEXT. Models are trained for 50 epochs.

For all the settings, the models are optimized by AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with initial learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$, and weight decay of 0.05. The best models are selected based on the results on the validation split.

A.3 OFA error analysis

In Fig. 5 we show failure cases of the OFA model on the UIBert dataset. Note that in these tests LVG correctly identifies the referenced element. The errors show how OFA does not manage to leverage the spatial context of a target object, which is described by words such as “above”, “below”, or “right to” in the referring expression. Understanding localization in a grid (“first option in second row”) is also challenging. In some cases, the prediction is wrong due to closely-related elements, but also in these cases understanding the spatial layout can help the model (e.g., in the first example, LVG can use layout-guided contrastive learning to group the text “All countries” with “Countries” and the text “All” with “Age”, thus identifying the correct referenced object).
Figure 5: Examples of grounding errors of the OFA model. LVG correctly grounds these commands. Red-colored bounding boxes are the ground-truth elements correctly identified by LVG. Blue-colored bounding boxes are the OFA predictions.